ADS Tennis Coaching Report 2017/18
From my point of view it has been another great year on the coaching front.
Highlights and changes to the programme below…
. Numbers attending coaching per week have remained fairly constant regardless
of the term.
. Every course throughout the year was completed with no sessions owed.
. The numbers of non-members attending coaching sessions remains low.
. John Mellowes, Oscar Snowball and Zach Webb continue in various roles within
the club set up and remain very popular with the juniors and adults at their
sessions.
. ADS were used again as the coaching provider at all of the local sports festivals
in 2018.
. We have started a very popular beginners session on Thursday evenings.
. Many players have made the transition from starter sessions to
intermediate/advanced sessions and on to playing for our teams.
.Aegon Team tennis for the juniors was disappointing this summer. We had lots
of very keen tennis players and their parents who gave their time to represent
our club. We were however let down by other clubs in the county who failed to
put teams out or put incorrectly aged kids in as they didn’t have enough of the
correct age group.
.Mira tournament was a great success and showcased not just the quality of our
juniors tennis, but also their fantastic attitude on court and to each other.
. Road to Wimbledon was a big success again a strong turn out for the days event.
. We ran the club junior event over the course of a day this summer which
proved very popular. We will be looking at the format for next summer.

All of the coaches are proud to be associated with our thriving club and look
forward to the 2018/19 season.
Adam Swan
ADS Tennis

